At Accenture, we are harnessing technology innovation to thrive in a world of constant change, investing early and often in our IT.

We’re looking at our IT as whole systems — boundaryless systems — and not just individual tools.

We’re embracing this notion of boundaryless systems with the development of a suite of intelligent information platforms that we continue to evolve, enhance, and expand.

With these platforms, we shifted our client forecasting process across all of Accenture globally from manual forecasting to a secure, automated, and real-time projection capability.

Our resulting Client Business Projection solution transforms the business process with an experience-driven, serverless, cloud-hosted application.

It leverages Accenture’s enterprise platform infrastructure and uses the large volume of our company’s financial data to ultimately better inform and support business decisions, growth, and development at an account and corporate level.

The solution is a significant step change in managing and surfacing business performance analysis…

… and is transforming the way Accenture does business.

The client forecast process today is real-time, digital, and more accurate.

The solution is used by teams in all countries that Accenture does business in.

Accenture client account teams and leadership are today benefiting from instant, account-level, current and future performance analytics to perform business projections.

No matter where they are in the world, team members and leadership can edit their projections, interact online, and conduct continuous dialogue to identify what they need to do.

Being boundary-less in our technology opened the space for business innovation. Our teams can now do things in minutes instead of hours… and be always-on and digital.